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• Understand the neurophysiological consequences seen following 
ACL injury and p/o ACL-r.

• Learn the difference between Internal and External Focus of 
Attention and their use in the rehabilitation process.

• Understand common motor patterns associated with ACL injuries 
during sport

• Review examples of literature and rehabilitation techniques for 
effective transition of athletes back to field.

Objectives



What happens immediately following injury?

Disrupted CNS afferent input 

1. Loss in somatosensory signaling

2. Increased nociceptor activity  

Pain                                Inflammation

Motor control adaptations

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Somatosensory meaning deformation to mechanoreceptors, proprioceptors, chemoreceptors, nociceptors, etc To better understand the rationale for the type of training we are going to speak about later, is it important to understand what is happening physiologically within the knee. The overarching concept is that the CNS affarent input is disrupted due to a loss of somatosensory signaling from the ruptured ligament. Attributing to this is also an increase in nociceptor activity and the associated pain, swelling, inflammation. The altered afferent input into the CNS due to the lost mechanoreceptors of the native ACL decreases innervation to the primary sensory cortex. 



Disrupted input maladaptive output

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we see a heavy loss of somatosensory evoked potentials but also we see how much efferent output by association is also alterned with disrupted gamma motor neuron feedback loops as well as perturbation reflexes. The lost ability to rely on reflex and gamma motor neuron drive to prepare alpha motor neuron function requires the CNS to engage in supplementary mechanisms, and we will talk about this in a second. This combined disrupted input and limitations of the efferent signal contributes to arthrogenic muscle inhibition and motor control changes, leading to sensory-motor nervous system compensations. This is partially what leads to the muscle girth changes seen specifically in the quad. If you have the inability to provide the appropriate neuromuscular action potential to the respective muscle group you inevitably begin to lose muscle capacity, along with effusion and other factors that cause the atrophy we see. It is also worth noting that these deficits are not rectified with ACL reconstruction and may actually become more pronounced and/or present bilaterally. 



Movement 
compensation

ROM

mechanical 
instability

atrophy

Pain

neuromuscular

Effusion

Post Injury Factors  

MOTOR CONTOL 
ADAPTATIONS!!! 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So we have a loss of somatosensory signaling d/t affarent disruption following ligamentous tearing exacerbated by increase the pain and inflammation from nociceptor activity – along with all that are listed in the pie chart above – to cause motor control adaptations and maladaptive change in efferent output – contralateral loading, hip and ankle strategies, etc. So what specific compensations are made if the somatosensory input to the knee becomes altered how does the body respond?



Multi-model sensory system 

1. Vision 

2. Vestibular

4. Auditory 

3.Somatosensory 

Mechanoreception

Proprioception

Joint position sense

Kinesthesia

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Because there are changes made to the sensory system, particular damage to the mechanoreceptors and proprioceptors within the ACL, the body has to find other avenues to complete both what we would deem as simple and complex motor tasks. Aside from the use of vestibular and auditory senses, following insult to the ACL, we rely most heavily on our vision as a major supplementary mechanism for the required sensory input for motor control. And this visionary substitute is evidenced by brain scans that we will talk about on the next slide. 



Increased reliance 
on visual feedback 
for motor planning 
execution!!

= sensory reweighting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The lost ability to rely on rely on reflex and motor neuron drive to prepare for function requires the CNS to engage in supplementary mechanisms, such as increased utilization of visual feedback to maintain the required sensory input for motor control. This is evident even in static postural control when subjects were asked to perform single leg balance tasks, they had significantly diminished postural control when vision was obstructed via blindfold or eyes closed So this just reiterates the complex neuroplastic changes and neuromuscular compensations that take place following ACLr in which we have an increased reliance on visual feedback and cortical drive for the control of knee movement. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an interesting depiction of an fMRI displaying the differences in cortical activity for a group of subjects following ACLr compared to a healthy subject cohort. you can see in the top imaging that there is an increase in brain activation in primary and supplementary motor cortex regions with those following ACL-r. This increased activation may be attributed to less neural efficiency or increased neural load to complete the same tasks (a fairly simple task at that which was basic knee extension exercise for time using a metronome). What is interesting about this study is that these are p/o subjects at least 5+ months p/o reconstruction; demonstrating that there are continual and residual deafferentiation effects following surgery and rehab. And that for what we would deem as a simple task such as knee extension, there is still an increase in cortical drive necessary to complete the task. There are also other neuroimaging evidence to show that the posterior inferior temporal gyrus also displays increased activity on MRI, which plays a role in the visual processing of movement; potentially indicating further the increased utilization of vision as a supplement to a depressed somatosensory function. Reduction in central activation, along with increased in nociceptor activity (pain/inflmmation) triggers an immediate reduction in muscle function. The decrease in muscle function causes further reductions in corticospinal excitability = more central drive is required to propagate action potentials within the pathway! Meaning that the summation of a given muscle contraction will require more neural stimuli from the motor cortex and will activate less motor units per contraction. 



Brain activation following ACL-r

Secondary somatosensory 
area - Somatosensory 
processing – sensory stimuli 
and pain

Motor cortex: Complex motor 
planning

Lingual gyrus - Visual 
processing of movement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Depressed cortical excitability after aclr increased the stimulus required at the motor cortex to generate muscle contraction. The increased input to the motor cortex may contribute to the increased frontal and parietal cortex activation for knee joint position and force control after aclr. 



Decreased somatosensory input

Increased cortical 
involvement and 

cognitive processing

Increased motor planning 
adaptations 

Increased visual reliance



So how do we translate this framework to a rehab 
setting? 

Interval vs. External Focus of Attention

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We know there is an increased cortical drive for simple motor tasks, we have an increased reliance on vision and vestibular sensory systems, and an increased attentional capacity to cognitive tasks. How can we reverse the reliance on these compensatory mechanism and allow the somatosensory input to restore motor control????A way to do this is understanding What Internal and External focus of attention is and how these concepts can be utilized in clinic!!! Here we will start with Internal Focus of attention and although, as we will see, Internal focus of attention is what we want to stray away from in the end stages of rehab, there is a time and place for it. And that’s where we will start defining it. 



Motor Learning Principles

Internal Focus of Attention External Focus of Attention

The athlete is more 
focused on his/her own 
body’s movements and 
has a conscious 
awareness of the 
injured joint. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Meaning the full attention is directed to the internal aspects of the movement only 



Internal focus of Attention (IFA)

“... squeeze 
your quad”

“… land 
with your 
knees bent”

“… keep 
your knees 
over your 
toes”

“…Squeeze 
your glutes and 
lift your hips off 
the table” 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All phrases we can admit we have used to instruct a patient on a particular exercise… These are very explicit instructions… all of which requiring the athlete to focus directly on what part of the body they are moving. And all of these promote top-down cortical and visual feedback control of movement… instructions that most certainly do not correlate to promoting movement patterns simulating real time on field scenarios… However… there may be a time and place for this. 



Is there is a time and place for IFA…

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now, in the acute stages following ACLr there may be a need for this type of explicit instruction. We can think of this to some degree along the lines of Fitt and Posner theoretical framework for motor planning starting with the cognitive stage and eventually working toward associative and autonomous stages. Because of deafferentiation and altered somatosensory input the injured knee, simple tasks can become difficult tasks. I don’t mean this as the athlete has to necessarily relearn an entire movement or sport, but there is a large attentional capacity toward cognition during the first stages of rehab, and explicit instructions may be necessary based on the individual. 



Constrained Action Hypothesis 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
But further down the road, when we start to get into the associative and autonomous stage of motor learning or re-learning, if you will, becomes problematic for the translation back to sport. The constrained hypothesis theory states that when an athlete begins to focus too much on their own limb movement, it puts a strain on the ability of the body to move naturally and automatically. 



What does CAH mean for sport?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What does the CHT have to do with sports and rehabilitation back onto the field? Why is this an important finding? an increase in IFA may hinder the translational benefits of rehabilitation and return to sport, as we navigate our sports with a visual EFA (like running to the ball in soccer) – not focusing on their joints and mechanics throughout the movement. This can be seen within the Constrained Action Hypothesis: which posits that cortical (conscious) awareness of movement constrains the automatic, subcortical process that would otherwise facilitate movement. So therefore we need to shift demands of the cortex to subcortical regions to enhance motor learning and performance. An internal focus of attention focus on one’s own movement results in a more conscious type of control that may constrain the automatic control processing of the motor system. An internal focus results in increase of co-contraction of agonists and antagonists, which in turn may cause “freezing” by limiting the degrees of freedom of movements, and in the recruitment of unnecessary motor units within the muscle, which adds noise to the motor system. 



1. No significant difference in muscle onset times before take-off (inter-
muscular coordination)

2. Significant difference in amount of muscular activity between focus 
conditions – why less in the external focus group? = increased 
coordination with the muscle

3. Movement production becomes more efficient with practice/external 
focus of attention = neural adaptations

Key Takeaways

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
1. For one, the timing of the contributing forces needs to occur in an optimal sequence. The lower extremity muscle sequencing for participants in the present study followed a general proximal-to distal sequence of activation (i.e., hip, knee, ankle sequencing), reported as biomechanically efficient (Putnam, 1993). Independent of whether or not muscle onset was indeed optimal, there were no differences between focus conditions in the onset of the various muscles. So, all muscles were activated at similar times before take-off in the external and internal focus conditions. Thus, there was no evidence that differences in jump height were due to differences in the coordination among muscle groups. 2. So what is happening that would cause jump height to increase in the external focus group while simultaneously displaying lower EMG activity? = coordination within muscles is optimized by the external focus3. . It is well known that strength gains occur, as a function of practice or experience, in early weight training that cannot be explained by hypertrophy (e.g., Conley et al., 1997; Häkkinen & Komi, 1983; Moritani & deVries, 1979; Ploutz et al., 1994). There are also reports of decreased EMG activity associated with lifting the same load after training (Häkkinen, Alén, & Komi, 1985; Moritani & deVries, 1979), suggesting that movement production may become more efficient with practice. Furthermore, greater force production and increased jump heights as a function of expertise have been reported that could not be explained by differences in age, height, weight, or technique (Vanezis & Lees, 2005). It is generally believed that changes in neural adaptations are the underlying cause of these phenomenawhen skill execution becomes automatized through practice, movement outcome (e.g., weight lifted) is enhanced, and at the same time movements are produced more efficiently (e.g., with less neuromuscular activity). In several ways, these findings parallel those seen when performers are instructed to adopt an external focus of attention. Along with demonstrations of greater automaticity (e.g., McNevin et al., 2003; Wulf et al., 2001), an external focus has reliably been shown to result in more effective outcomes and increased movement efficiency



So how do we get back to the field?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
How do we go from a space of focusing internally, for the most part, on activating a quad p/o to an environment such as on the right that requires constant interactions with the dynamic and constantly changing environment? Picture this scenario similar to the image you see on the right: a failure to maintain knee neuromuscular control while attending to an external focus of attention, involving highly complex dynamic visual stimuli, variable surfaces, movement planning, rapid decision making, variable player positions and environmental interactions. How can you possibly return an athlete back to such a complex environment without integrating a high level of adaptability to that environment, and not only that but attempting to progress the patient to a better place than they were when they initially injured the knee. 



Motor Learning Principles

External Focus of Attention

Internal Focus of Attention External Focus of Attention

The athlete is more 
focused on his/her own 
movements and has a 
conscious awareness of 
the injured joint. 

The athlete focuses 
on the desired 
outcome or 
environment. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
an external focus of attention utilizes external cues to promote improvements in sensorimotor control, and we will discuss various tools that can be implemented in practice that emphasize this. As mentioned, a couple times now, and this is important to continue reiterating throughout this presentation is the neurological interruption that takes place following ACL-r. With the increased cortical drive following injury and surgery there is a greater amount of co-contraction and guarding that takes place – a compensation we discussed being synonymous with internal focus of attention. These strategies focus on an top-down cortical and visual feedback reliance as opposed to focusing facilitating more autonomous somatosensory feedback control and visual feedback on the environment. 



1. implicit learning
2. visual external cues & modified visual feedback
3. auditory external cues

Types of ER



Exercise Internal Focus External Focus

Double Leg Squat Bend your knee while keeping knees over 
toes.

While bending your knees, point your 
knees toward the cones and pretend you 
are sitting back into a chair

Single Leg squat Bend your knee while keeping your knee 
over your foot

Standing on 1 leg and reach slowly 
toward the cone while bending your knee

Countermovement jump (vertec) Jump and reach your fingers up as high 
as possible

Jump as high as you can and touch the 
marker

Single leg hop for distance Jump as far as you can and while doing 
so reach your heel as far as you can

Attempt to jump passed the line

Drop landing Jump down, land with your feet shoulder 
width, and bend your knees keeping 
knees over toes

-Jump down, landing on markers on floor, 
and point toes toward the cones
-Land Softly 

Implicit Learning

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What is implicit learning vs. explicit learning? This is where we can have a massive impact on the an athlete, or any patient for that matter even without equipment. What are examples of how we can shift focus away from the patients body and toward the environment, now that we know it improve neuromuscular feedback as well as the outcome of the task being performed. We focus too much on cueing patients through describing the exercise using their body part, and these are simple ways in which we can improve outcomes by simply changing the way we word or instructions. 



Visual External Cues

“Keep the bar horizontal” : “Try to keep the bars on the balance board as steady as possible” 



Visual External Cues

FIGURE 2. Comparison of instructions to reduce knee valgus motion during a single-leg squat, with (A) an internal 
focus (“Keep your knee over your foot”) and (B) an external focus (“Reach toward the cone with your knee”).



Visual External Cues

FIGURE 3. Comparison of instructions to reduce knee valgus and increase knee and 
hip flexion motion during a single-leg hop for distance, with (A) an internal focus 
(“Jump as far as you can; while jumping, focus on extending your knees as rapidly 
as possible”) and (B) an external focus (“Jump as far as you can; while jumping, 
focus on jumping as close to the cone as possible”).



Visual External Cues

FIGURE 4. Comparison of instruction to reduce knee valgus motion during lunge 
with (A) an internal focus (“Keep your knee over your foot”) and (B) an external 
focus (“Reach towards the cone with your knee”).



Visual External Cues



Visual External Cues 



Modified visual feedback

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are also a number of ways to modify vision to promote adaptive sensorimotor control There are a number of ways to do this: 1 (modifying visual feedback) modifying the visual field though eyes closed/blindfolded; 2. Direct visual disruption stroboscopic eyeware (which I believe some facilities have, I know training haus does) (video of this) 3. Indirect visual distraction (dual task). 4. Visual-motor training (cognisens, dynavision, SPARQ sensory training station. 5.) What we are going to talk about today is motor learning applications: 



1. Modifying vision (lights/blindfold)
2. Direct visual disruption (Stroboscopic eyeware)
3. Visual motor training (cognisens, dynavision, 

SPARQ sensory training station, Blazepod)
4. Indirect visual distraction (dual task)

Ways to modify visual feedback  



-SL balance eyes closed/blindfolded

1. Modifying Vision 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The primary method to disrupt the visual feedback system has been to use complete visual obstruction eyes closed or blindfolded. Both of which can provide an appropriate motor control challenge; however rehabilitation using either of these methods is restrictive to static balance, proprioceptive, and simple single movement tasks making it difficult to perform anything sport specific. Which makes them appropriate in early stages absolutely. 



2. Direct Visual disruption 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Recent technological innovation has made possible being able to decrease visual input without completely removing it. The stroboscopic eyeware has the ability to partially obstruct vision by intermittently switching from clear to opaque, allowing highly complex, dynamic athletic maneuvers to be performed under degraded visual input. Practice with these types of devices has already shown to enhance aspects of visual cognition such as anticipation and processing speeds. You can also make the task more difficult by altering the rate of interruption within the glasses. The primary goal of this is because, as weve talked about, the visual input following ACL injury and reconstruction is enhanced to compensate for decreased somatosensory input, the intermittent visual training can decrease the available visual feedback to the CNS and force the reweighting of proprioceptive input. Thereby improving the transition back to training by decreasing reliance on vision as the primary motor control mechanism. 



3. Visual-motor training
• CogniSens
• Dynavison
• SPARQ sensory training 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Stroboscopic training, dual task training (which we will talk about next), and facilitating motor learning are methods to decrease visual feedback during established exercises, an alternative to reducing visual feedback dependence is to make the visual processing system more efficient and able to handle the increased demand. The injury may only allow so much sensory adaptation, and a degree of increased visual feedback may have to be regulated to maintain neuromuscular integrity during action, regardless of how much we attempt to force sensorimotor upregulation. Tools like the blazepod above, coginsens, SPARQ are designed to test oculomotor control, multiple object tracking, visual sensitivity, spatial attention, visual memory, reaction time, processing speed. 



Dual Tasks Training In Athletes w/ EFA



4. Indirect Visual distraction (Dual Task) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mind occupying/memory: - Single leg balance + number count  Drop landing + number countProgressively increasing the difficulty of the sensorimotor challenge can not only facilitate neuroplasticity for motor control, but also improve sensory integration and address the visual processing bias. The key considerations to completing this are the focus of attention, task complexity, visual input, and cognitive load during rehabilitation. Incorporating reaction time, ball tracking, engaging other players, adding decision making, anticipatory aspects, and having dual tasks by engaging the UE while performing lower extremity exercises or occupying the mind with memory or related tasks, can increase the neural demand of NM training strategies. Dual tasks training has been investigated by having athletes following ACL-r maintained single-leg postural control while performing a cognitive task. This additional demand degraded postural stability in the acl cohort but had little effect in control participants. 



Movement Assessment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So now that we understand the neurophysiological complications following injury, the difference between an internal and external focus of attention, and have learned a few different ways to training athletes from an EFA, it is worth talking about how to assess an athletes movement and know what is even worth using all of this attentional focus to training for. To correct or modify movement in athletes we have to be able to understanding every plane in which each joint moves, so here is a good representation of all the movements required to assess and be aware of in our athletes. By just viewing the athlete in real time can sometimes be challenging given how many variables we need to address; however technology, phones, etc are a great way to slow down a movement to assess compensations. With regards to return to sport following ACL injury and reconstruction, what we have the capability of doing at the Training Haus within the biomechanics lab is especially important for understanding where athletes are compensating and gives PTs a way to specifically see, joint to joint where and what we need to address in clinic. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
TRAC testing shown here is for 2 athletes at their 6 months test so this would be their single leg hop onto the force plate: the vectors placed on the athlete are formulated from using the 3D motion capture cameras placed around the lab itself. So we will break these athletes movements down so we can have a better understanding of where the athlete is compensating, and not only that, but why they are compensating. Because without understanding why there is a compensation made here it can be difficult for clinicians to understand what needs to change when they return to a rehab setting, and this is simply just data. We can also view these tests from both a sagittal and frontal plane to better see compensations made in each plane at each joint. The picture on the L side of the screen, the athlete’s R ACL was the reconstructed side. And as you can see starting with knee and hip flexion in the sagittal plane, You can see on the surgically repaired side, the knee flexion vector line is greater, indicating quad weakness and the compensating comes from the hip, with noticeably greater trunk flexion and a greater reliance on the posterior chain for a single leg squat. As you can see with the non-surgical side there is a greater knee flexion angle with less of a hip and trunk flexion compensation. We can also look the knee vector from knee to ankle to see slightly less anterior translation of the tibia on the surgically repaired side, also indicating quad weakness. For the athlete on the left, we are now looking at the athlete from the sagittal plane to better understand any frontal plane instability. This is also I believe the 6 month TRAC test and is a single leg forward hop. Her right knee was the surgically repaired side, and one of the first things you notice is the knee valgus. Now, it becomes important to understand how athletes body’s types can effect their knee valgus and q angle, which is obviously higher in this athlete. I will and did not completely correct her valgus, although we worked on it from a hip strengthening standpoint and using an external focus of attention; however this athlete is a female who tend to have a slightly larger Q ankle, and this is from the hip to inside of the knee, and 2 – she is taller. 3 she can also partially be valgused solely from her anatomy, something I cannot change. So we have to be careful about focusing too much attention on this and have to understand that increased valgus in athletes does not always mean ACL injury. 



Mechanism of injury for ACL pathology

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This specifically is an image and video speaking to the MOA for an ACL injury, tear. Before we speak about this, it is important to understand and resist the urge that there is a single causal factor for ACL tear, as the injury itself is multifactorial including fatigue, boney morphology, quad strength, hypermobility, functional asymmetries, etc. Recent data collected by Della Villa and collegues provided a large systematic video analysis of ACL injuries to date in professional soccer players over the course of 10 seasons. We see from this study that 88% of the injuries were non-contact with roughly half of the injuries involving indirect contact to the upper extremity. We see from the study, and the picture above, the mechanism includes: -high external hip abduction moments -the foot planted in external rotation outside the base of support-trunk lateral flexion towards the side of the injury-trunk rotation away from the side of the injury Biomechaically, we see the hip amount hip abduction moment at ground contact may result in the lateral displacement of the body’s center of mass towards the injured side, producing the external knee abduction moment associated with acl injury. 



1. Acute Phase 
2. Post Acute Phase
3. Plyometric/RTR/agility
4. Return to Sport  

Dosing of EFA/NM Training Thru Rehab 



Stage 1 (Acute): 
1. managing effusion
2. restoring ROM
3. facilitating active quadriceps contraction  

quad set: 
“push back of 
knee into table”

NMES

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
So lets talk a little bit about dosing following ACL-r and how we can use focus of attention variables in each phase of rehab. So I will go through 4 phases here, broken down into acute, post acute, agility/running phase, and return to sport phase. We talk about a few major goals of each phase and a couple ways to train the athlete using a focus of attention to facilitate increased neuromuscular control. Immediately following post op, there is, as we mentioned previously, an immediate reduction in corticospinal excitability, requiring more central drive to propagate action potential for muscle activation. Meaning the required neural stimuli for a given action potential is much higher initially. NMES can be utilized to create a higher motor unit recruitment early on –The use of the metronome is an great way to provide an external focus of attention to the athlete to focus more on the auditory cadence of the metronome as opposed to the ability for their knee to extend. 



Stage 2 (Post-acute stage)
1. Muscle strength and hypertrophy 
2. Motor planning 
3. Dynamic loading progression 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
SL stance on airex with ball toss increased complexity of catching a ball with dual task and then potentially increasing to a tertiary task by asking the athlete to catch the ball with a specific hand/both. One of the major goals of this phase is to begin higher load and hypertrophy but also begin to train the neuromuscular system to a higher degree as well. You can do this in a number of ways that keep the focus away from the athlete’s body movement and toward the environment – again, what is required in sports. In this phase, at least early on, there is nothing particularly dynamic in their movement but I can still test the athletes somatosensory system and NM control. As the athlete demonstrates an improvement in eccentric quad control throughout this phase, you can begin to add simple perturbation tasks with a known stimulus as well as providing a dual task. For example, I could have an assistant provide a perturbation stimulus to the athlete on the left while at the same time volleying the ball back to me. I am then creating, in a closed environment, a scenario that the soccer player with experience multiple times throughout a game where they have to control a ball/pass, etc, while at the same time being pressured physically from all angles. 



Stage 3: 
1. plyometric/RFD 
2. running/agility/cutting 
3. sport specific training 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Video of double leg drop landing with implicit cues to “land softly” – you can also incorporate a secondary dual task by having them count backwards from 10 while landing – with evidence showing this decreases the ability for a proper loading response. - probably too early in this phase? Some sort of progression of puddle jumps Decision – reaction – distraction So now we start to incorporate a higher level of dynamic movement with drop landing, jumps, decision making, etc. perturbations. With this first video I really incorporate a lot of the sports cord into the rehab setting in order to create an scenario that the athlete has to focus on the external cue of being perturbed by the cord and also simulating a sport specific, especially soccer, type of perturbation. I like having the sports cord around the shoulder as well because it creates much more a stimulus that requires more frontal plane stability as opposed to around the waist. We spoke a little bit about the video on the right. This is a lower intensity than the left video however, as we spoke about, there is a reaction and distraction component to this exercise that requires the athlete to call attention to multiple stimulus simultaneously. 



Stage 4 (RTS): Sport specific mvmt
1. high intensity running/cutting
2. Open field decision making
3. Position specific training   

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The key to this state is to emulate the demand of the athletes respective sport as closely as possible. 



Motor learning Models (Trident Model)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Primary goal of this framework is to maximize positive neuroplastic changes adaptations following ALCr and accelerate the motor learning processs in order to maximize movement variability and prepare the athlete for safe treutn to a chaotic environment. We see sensory stimulus (the sensorimotor system) as the base of this Trident – and under this model clinicians need to consider how they can incorporate stressing the sensorimotor system in all interventions throughout the rehab process. On the prong side of the trident there is decision, reaction, and distraction.  Decision based training involves making a primary tasks slightly more difficult by adding an external cue requiring the athlete to problem solve quickly. An example of this would be in slide 41 requiring the athlete to make a decision “left or right” and this could be done without the ball toss. Reaction: based training can be perturbation based where there is a stimulus to body position or motor skill based where the athlete must complete a hand/eye skill. The example to this would be again where the athlete is side stepping, giving the “right/left” direction, as well as provided with a hand/eye stimulus with catching the ball. Lastly: distraction base training increases the cognitive load for something that is unrelated to the primary task. An example of this would be the video in stage 3, where the athlete is performing a drop landing task with a lateral push. I tell the athlete that pushing to the left is 1 and pushing to the right is two. The distraction of this scenario, and it is hard to see, but I actually point in one direction while saying the number, intentionally providing a distraction to the task.  You can see how this model can be useful because you can start out with a single variable or prong in and of itself within a task, and as the athlete progresses you can begin to modify and combine interfaces to make the task more difficult. And this is where we see the moderate and eventually high complexity training that you see on the right image. Because on-field success requires high rate of success of all three of these constructs, late stages of rehab have to incorporate this in order for a proper transition back to the field. 



- An internal focus of attention promotes a top-down 
cortical and visual feedback for control of movement 
with an increased conscious awareness of the injured 
joint = NOT autonomous movement.

- External focus of attention promotes automatic 
movements by use of subcortical regions which 
begins to free cortical space for programming more 
complex motor actions. 

Conclusion
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